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Staff Recommendation

1.

That the City's Sustainabl e "High Perfonnance" Building Poli cy - City Owned Facilities
Policy #2306 be rescinded.

2.

That the City adopt the revised Sustainable "High Perfonnance" Building Policy - City
Owned Facilities as per the attached report from the Director of Engineering dated
January 24, 2014.
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Origin
In support of Council Term Goal #8.1 ("Continued implementation and significant progress
towards achieving the City 's Suslainabilily Framework. and associated targets) and in the
context of ongoing corporate energy planning and Council's adoption of the Community Energy
and Emissions Plan, a Resource Management Study for Corporate Buildings Energy Use was
completed to estimate the projected energy demand from corporate buildings over the next
twenty years .
The study examined the impacts to corporate building energy use that may result from increased
service levels to serve a growing population. Evaluating costs and benefits for implementing
energy efficiency strategies were central to the study. Based on key fmdings, a report was
brought forward 10 Council to seek support for revising the Sustainable High Performance
Building Policy. On June 24, 2013 , Council endorsed the fo llowing recommendations:
1. That the High Perfonnance Building Policy No. 2306 be updated to include specific
emphasis on corporate energy and Gl-lG emissions targets and conservation priorities that
reduce long tenn energy conswnption and operational costs.
2. That staff report back to Council with the updated High Performance Bui ldi.ng Policy No.
2306.
The existing policy is presented as Attachment 1. This report summarizes key findings of the
policy review and the proposed revised policy (Attachment 2).

Background
In 2012, 72% of the City's corporate energy use and 67% of the City's OR O emissions were
from corporate buildings. With anticipated population growth over the next 20 years, a resulting
increased demand for corporate infrastructure and services are expected, creating the potential
for increased energy use and OR G emissions. With no additional mitigating measures in place
beyond Building Code regulated efficiency gains, it is estimated that corporate building energy
use could increase by up to 25% and GHG emissions could increase by 22% by 2020, as
compared to 2007 to 2009 average energy usage.
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Over the last 15 years, significant resources have been put towards increasing energy efficiency
and reducing GHG emissions at the City' s corporate buildings, with greater than expected
results. Staff efforts included the setting of specific management objectives and evaluation criteria
for the development of City buildings culminating in the adoption of the Sustainable "High
Performance" Building Policy (HPBP) for City Owned Facilities (#2306) in 2005. The policy
established the Leadership in Energy and Envirorunental Design (LEED~ rating system as the
measurement tool for new buildings and major renovations. The policy sets clear direction for the
sustainable construction of City buildings, targeting better than code construction. The results of the
HPBP have been evident with the following exceptionally well-designed civic buildings:
Community Safety building (renovation), Steveston Fire Hall No.2, Hamilton Community Centre,
Richmond Olympic Oval , Sea Island Fire Hall No.4, and Hamilton Fire Hall No.5.
Analysis
As the City plans to replace infrastructure over the coming years, an updated hi gh performance
bu ilding policy is well timed to have a positive impact on building planning, design, construction
and maintenance processes. Standards, construction methods, technology, and building codes
have improved since 2005, when the current policy was adopted. In addition, in December 2013,
the Be Building Code was updated with new energy performance requirements and now
references more stringent energy standards. This policy update aims to help ensure that the
sustainable development of the City of Richmond ' s corporate buildings moves forward with
these changes and allows the City to continue to strive for better than code faci lities.
During the review of the City' s current policy and of industry best practices, the following
opportunities were identified that, if implemented, would strengthen corporate building practices:
1. Acknowledge that the most important operating asset in any new building are its people.
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2. Establish direction for collecting specific energy reduction, efficiency, or renewable
energy LEED® credits
3. Fonnalize direction for efficient building operations once buildings are constructed and
for existing buildings
4. Utilize an integrated design process (IDP) for new buildings, major renovations, and
developer delivered spaces. An IDP is a collaborative approach to building planning and
design can help achieve higher performing buildings that meet occupant needs, increases
energy and water efficiency, and reduces long term operational and maintenance costs.
5. Embed energy use and GHG emissions targets to help drive building design and system
decision making processes

Best Practices R eview
Currently the leading edge of sustainable building design involves looking at LEED®and beyond
for new buildings criteria, with more time and effort put towards the building planning and
design stages. Some trends include the following:

•

LEED®Gold "plus" - with targeted or mandatory points from specific LEED®categories
to achieve increased energy and operational efficiency.

I

•

Net Zero Energy and Net Positive buildings - bui ldings that on an annual basis produce
as much or more energy as they use.

•

Living Building Challenge - includes stringent requirements for only sustainable
products and materials to be used during construction, and energy efficiency is measured
after the building has been operating with a net zero requirement.

•

Formal Integrated Design Process (fDP) for new buildings - through a collaborative team
approach during building planning and design, the vision, goals, and objectives for a
building and its perfonnance are defined and maintained throughout the entire
construction process to reduce costly backtracking and redesign.

•

Increased focus on passive design approach for building construction - passive design
looks to maximize energy efficiency and occupant comfort through minor building
architecture alterations to allow for optimized interactions between the building and its
environment, and reduce the need for active mechanical systems (such as maximizing the
use of dayl ight and natural ventilation). As compared to energy efficiency retrofits at
operating buildings, passive design alterations during building construction can have a
dramatic effect on operational costs and efficiencies for significantly less cost.

•

Building Energy Perfonnance monitoring and certification - LEED®for new
construction encompasses sustainable design guidelines for new facilities, but
increasingly there is interest in energy performance monitoring and benchmarking for
operating buildings such as Canadian Energy Star®l certification.

Energy Star ® certified buildings, refers to buildings that meet strict North American energy performance standards. Typically

these buildings use 20-30% less energy and cause fewer greenhouse gas cmissions than comparable buildings.
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Energy reduction targets - There are a few municipalities in the region that have adopted
corporate GHG reduction targets. No jurisdiction in the region (except the City of Seattle)
was identified to have adopted a corporate building energy reduction target. Richmond
has committed to becoming carbon neutral through Counci l's endorsement of the
Working Towards Carbon Neutrality: Implementation Strategy, and has an opportunity to
take a leadership position through the adoption ofa building energy target.

Attachment 3 contains for more detailed best practice infonnation.

Options
Based on the above findings and staff analysis, the following options are proposed for
considerat ion.

Optioll J - Maintain the existing policy (Not Recommended)
If the option to not proceed \vith this update was chosen, City staff would continue to strive and
work on increased energy efficiency and reduced GHG emissions at civic facilities through
collaboration with consultants for new buildings and through system improvements to existing
buildings.
This option is not recommended. Through the review of current building standards, best
practices and internal processes, it was determined that an updated policy and additional
guidance would be useful to the corporation.

Option 2 - Adopt the revised Sustainable High Performance Building Policy (Recommended)
Updating the High Performance Building Policy as per Attachment 2 is recommended.
Highlights of the revised policy improvements include:
1. Acknowledgement that a "sustainable" building needs to ensure that occupant comfort
and funct ionality allow for high levels of productivity and overall happiness.
2. Clear targets for new buildings in regards to energy perfonnance with targets of 10 points
in the LEED@OptimizeEnergy Perfonnance criteria - 10 pts currently is eq ual to 24%
better than code (ASHRAE 90.1 - Energy Standards for Buildings).
3. Guidance on following an integrated design process for building planning and design, to
help ensure that new civic facilities and spaces meet occupant needs, maximize energy
efficiency, maximize water efficiency, and reduce long term operational and maintenance
costs in the most cost effective way.
4. Reference to sustainable operation and maintenance guidel ines for new and existing
buildings, including requirements for the re-commissioning of the City's civic facilities.
This guideline will help enable new buildings to be maintained at a high perfonning level, as
would be expected, and is also applicable to existing buildings by setting a high
perfonnance operational guideline to target and strive for.
5. Embedded overall building energy use and GHG emissions targets for no net increase in
building energy use and GHG emissions as compared to the 20 12 baseline, while
incorporati ng all new energy demands from any increase in infrastructure and service
demand.
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6. Include a long term stretch goal for the City to strive to build net zero energy and carbon
neutral buildings by 2030.
These changes were considered in the context of the planned construction of Fire Hall No.1 and
No.3 and the Aquatic and Older Adults Centre. Specific perfonllance requirements for Optimize
Energy Pelformance criteria would have a significant effect on reducing energy operational costs
and GBO emissions liability. Table 1 provides a summary of the analysis and shows that despite
the 100% increase in floor space for these four replacement facilities, energy use would g row by
only 55% and GI-1G emissions by 40% if specific points in Optimize Energy Performance criteria
are achieved.

Table 1: Energy Use a nd GII G Emission Compa rison for Fire Halls No. 1 a nd No.3 an d t he !\1ino ru Aqu atic Centre
(incl uding the Older Ad ul ts Centre) : Existing, Construction with the current High Perfonnancc Building Policy, and revised
High Performance Building Policy
Construction Scenari os

Energy
Consumptio n

(GJ)
Actual Energy Consumed in EKisting
Operations (2012)
Estimated Energy Performance with
EXISTING HPBP (LEED Gold)
Estimated Energy Performance with
UPDATED HPBP (LEED Gold wit h 10
Energy & Atmosph ere Points)
lEED Gold vs lEED Gold w ith 10
Energy & Atmosphere Po int s

Energy Cost
(curren t rates)

GHG

GHG

emissions
(tC02e)

emissions
liability/y ear

Bldg Area

(fe)

24,657

$276,875

1,040

$26,005

77,256

43,484

$487,138

1,839

$45,982

147,500

32,613

$365,353

1,379

$34,487

147,500

10,871

$121,784

460

$11,496

0

Adopting this revised policy update will not prevent staff from pursui ng greater energy and
operational efficiency gains where strong economic business cases exist. As the City is
exploring the increased use of district energy and has experience maintaining renewable energy
technologies, analysis wi ll be undel1aken to determine the most efficient and cost effective
options for the new Minoru Park precinct of bui ldings (Aquatic Centre and Older Adults Centre)
and Fire Hall No.1). Part of this analysis will include an assessment of the feasibility of
connecting these fac ilities to the City's district energy system and/or installing technologies that
facilitates heat sharing between buildings. With these initiatives, the City has the potential to
build a "showcase" net zero energy certified building at one of the new facilities in Minoru Park.

Financial Analysis

Recently approved Phase I proj ects in the Major Capital Facilities program and Fire Hall No.3,
have been budgeted to meet the LEED® Gold standard, as per the current High Perfonnance
Building Policy. Through design optimization and available incentives, staff are reviewi ng the
feasibility of achieving specific points from LEED 's Optimize Energy Perfomlance criteria
within the current budget projections Phase 1. Similarly, achieving net zero energy and/or carbon
neutral operations for one or more of the Phase 1 facilities will require further analysis to
determine feasibi li ty.
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With respect to financial implications of the policy on future capital programs, it is anticipated
that achieving energy-specific LEED points has potential for impacting future corporate building
planning, design, implementation, and operation budgets, either increasing or decreasing total
investments required. Where capital costs are increased due to energy efficiency measures,
lower operating costs would be anticipated, as compared to a building that does not implement
Optimize Energy Performance criteria, thus creating payback opportunities for additional
investments. The main intent of the policy is to ensure greater emphasis on planning, design and
construction practices that lead to innovative outcomes. For instance, high perfonnance
buildings are increasingly including passive heating and cooling technologies that can be used to
replace costly mechanical systems.

Finandallmpact
Staff antic ipate that the new policy will have no additional financial impact on future capital
projects, as compared to how they are currently budgeted. As per the current approach, each
building project will be evaluated on its own merits and circumstances, recognizing that the suite
of energy management measures will be tailored to the project, its user groups and the allocated
budget. Staff already use acceptable payback periods and li fe cycle costing during the planning
and design process as matter of regular business in an effort to optim ize capital and operating
expenditures.
Conclusion
The City of Richmond has shown leadership with regards to energy efficient corporate building
operations. The City has been consistently recognized by Be Hydro as being a Power Smart
Leader for its commitment to reduce energy use and corresponding GHG emissions. An updated
Sustainable High Performance Building Policy with strong, better than code targets for energy
efficient new buildings and spaces, and improved internal process and requirements will allow
the City of Richmond to continue to be proactive when it comes to energy efficiency at its new
and existing corporate buildings. In the context of the Council ' s recently adopted Community
Energy and Emissions Plan, the proposed new policy has the potential to stand out as a model for
pragmatic, but innovative, private development in the City.

/

{~

Corporate Energy Manager
(604-244-1239)
Attachment 1
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
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Facilities
Proposed Sustainable High Perfonnance Building Policy
Facilities
Detailed Best Practice Review
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Policy Manual

. City ofRicbmolld
Pa e 1 of 2

Ado ted b Council: Janua

24lt1 2005

File Ref: 06-2045-00
Vol 1

SUSTAINABLE " HIGH PERFORMANCE" BUILDING POLICY FACILITIES

CITY OWNED

POLICY 2306:

It is Council policy to:
1.

Undertake Comprehensive Financial Consideration
Projects for new buildings and major renovations will be evaluated based on
considerations of life-cycle costing and initial financial investment requirements.

2.

3.

Incorporate High Performance Attributes into Building Design and Construction to
the Ma ximum Extent Possible
•

LEE Oe BC will be used as the standard by which to assess building performance.

•

That LEED Gold accreditation be set as the desired standard of building performance
for new City buildings greater tha n 2000 sq.m (approximately 20,000 sq.ft).

•

The City will seek to meet the performance standards of LEED Silver certification as a
minimum requirement for major renovations to existing facilities and new City
Buildings smaller than 2000 sq.m (20,000 sq.ft), but may not necessarily seek formal
accreditation.

Pursue Continual Improvement Through Building Retrofit and Efficient Building
Maintenance
Existing facilities and equipment will be upgraded to higher efficiencies as budgets and
circumstances allow, and where the change offers a simple payback of no more than five
years .
Equipment will be maintained to energy-efficient standards.

4.

Foster Awareness and Innovation
A continuous education program in resource efficiency procedures and practices will be
maintained .
All employees will be encouraged to suggest and initiate projects that will save energy
and optimize efficiencies in other resource areas (natural and financial).

1409383
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City of Richmond

2306

Council :

SUSTAINABLE " HIGH PERFORMANCE"

5.

BUILDING POLICY -

CITY OWNED

Und ertake Regular Monitoring and Reporting

Corporate energy consumption and extent to which the City has met its LEED building
objectives will be monitored and reported on a regular basis using existing City reporting
tools .

1409383
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Policy Manual

City of Richmond
Council: TBD
06-2045-00

TBD

SUSTAINABLE " HIGH PERFORMANCE" BUILDING POLICY -

CITY OWNED

POLl CY TBD :

It is Council policy to :
1.

Ensure that newly constructed civic buildings or spaces are built with consideration of
occupant safety, comfort and indoor environmental quality, in the context of approved
budgets.

2.

Ensure effective internal stakeholder engagement is carried out through an integrated
design process during the planning, design, implementation, and completion of new
facilities or spaces and associated outdoor areas. An integrated design process utilizes a
collaborative design approach, involving consultants , staff and user group
representatives , to set a well defined vision and performance objectives for new building
or spaces, and to identify strategies for achieving the desired outcomes.

3.

Incorporate high performance attributes into new civic facility or space design and
construction to the maximum extent that relate to:
•

The most current Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED<!) New
Construction (NC) class ification will be used as the standard by which to assess new
facility construction. LEED®Gold certification be set as the desired target of building
performance for new City buildings.

•

That at a minimum score of 10 pOints be targeted from LEED® Optimize Energy
Performance criteria where a lifecycle assessment demonstrates reductions in
operational costs and/or payback periods are within acceptable levels.

•

For other criteria of LEED® for NC, consideration will be given to measures that
reduce energy and water use, reduce maintenance and operational costs , reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and optimize indoor environmental quality.

4.

Follow sustainable operation and maintenance best practices guidelines for new and
existing buildings, which emphasize conservation , optimized building performance, and
cont inued improvement in energy use , water efficiency, and indoor environmental quality.

5.

Maximize energy and operational efficiency through the selective re-commissioning of
civic facilities on an on-going basis. Re-commissioning is a form of quality assurance
test ing that is carried out to ensure that building physical plant systems operate as
effectively as possible given occupancy patterns and building function.

6.

Target no net increase in corporate building energy use and related greenhouse gas
emissions, as compared to 2012 levels by:

7.
3999334

•

Aiming to not increase energy demand or GHG emissions when constructing
replacement infrastructure; and/or

•

Striving to offset increased energy demand and GHG emissions through reductions at
other civic facilities.

Aim to construct net zero energy and carbon neutral corporate buildings by 2030.
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Attachment 3
Best Practices Review

Building Design and Construction standards
Currentl y the lead ing edge of sustainable building design is looking at LEED® and beyond
LEED when it comes to sustainable new buildings criteria, with more time and effort put towards
the building planning and design stages. Some of the leading edge sustainable building
requirements and actions that jurisdictions in the region have in place include the following~
•

•

LEED® Go ld "plus" - with targeted or mandatory points from specific LEED® categories
to achi eve increased energy and operational efficiency.
o

The City of Vancouver " Green" Rezoning£o licy requires that suitable new
buildings achieve a minimum of 63 LEED for new construction points (Gold
level of certification), with a minimum of six points obtained from the Optimize
Energy Performance criteria, one point from
the Water Efficiency criteria, and one point
the Storm Water criteria.

o

UBC has developed a LEED®
implementation guide for new buildings,
which has mandatory and optional LEED®
point requirements, including a minimum of
twelve Optimize Energy Performance points
for new facilities.

Figure I: UBC CIRS building - certified
LE ED~ Platinum

Energy Net Zero and Net Positive buildings - buildings that on an annual basis produce
as much or more energy as they use.
o

Recent regional examples of thi s type of
sustainable building are the UBC Centre
for Interactive Research on Sustainabi lity
(CIRS), the SFU campus UniverCity
daycare, and the City of Vancouver
VanDusen Garden visitor centre.
Figure 2: VanDusen Garden visitor centre

•

Living Building Challenge - includes stringent requirements for only sustainable
products and materials to be used during construction (low or no VOC paint and plastics,
locally sourced material), and energy efficiency is measured after the building has been
operating with a net zero requirement.
o

4065692

The three facilities mentioned above (UBC CLRS, Unj verCity daycare, and
VanDusen visitor centre) were constructed to the Living Building Chall enge
standards.
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o The Living Building Challenge is administered through the International Living
Future Institute, which has less stringent certification for buildings that can
demonstrate Net Zero energy performance.
•

Formal Integrated Design Process ClDP) for new buildings - where a co llaborative team
approach by consultants and engineers during building planning and design is undertaken
to ensure that the vision, goals, and objectives for a
building and its performance are realized, without
undue backtracking and redesign. Part of the
purpose of an lDP is to maximize effi ciencies and
fu nctionali ty at the outset of the project in order to
provide the most cost effective sustainable hi gh
performin g building.
o

•

Figure 3: Integrated Design Process diagram

Increased focus on passive design approach for building construction - a passive design
approach for new building looks to maximize energy efficiency and occupant comfort
through minor building architecture alterations to allow for optimized interactions
between the bui lding and its environment, and reduce the need for active mechanical
systems. Typicall y, as compared to energy efficiency retrofits at operating buildings,
energy efficient passive design alterations before the building is constructed can have a
dramatic effect on operational costs and effi ciencies for significantly less cost.
o

•

Regional District of Nanaimo and the
Province of Manitoba have prescriptive
expectations of what their integrated design
process for building construction consists of.

City of Vancouver passive design toolkit.

Bui lding Energy Performance monitoring and
certification - LEED® for new construction
encompasses sustainable design guide lines for
new facilities, hut increasingly there is interest
in energy performance monitoring and
benchmarking for operating buildings.
o

EnergyStar Portfolio manager is
currently being used widely in North
America as a performance and
benchmarking tool. Thi s onl ine tool can
Figure 4 : Energy Star Certified building
be used to benchmark energy and water promotion
use and GHG emi ssions, and can
provide a high energy effici ent operating building with ongo ing recognition if it
achieves 75% or hi gher rating - Certified EnergyStar Building.

COfporate Energy and GHG reduction targets in the region

Partly due to the voluntary legislative commitment by municipalities to be carhon neutral and to
reduce GHG emissions, most municipalities in the region and BC have adopted community GHG

4065692
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reduction targets, wi th some adopting energy reduction targets as well, similar to the City of
Richmond commitment to reduce community GHG emissions by 33% and energy use by 10% %
by 2020 as compared to 2007 levels.
There are only a few that have adopted GHG reduction targets for their corporate operations, and
none that were identified that have adopted corporate energy reduction targets (Seattle is the
nearest identified jurisdiction with corporate building energy reduction target).

,,

T hl l Corporate GHG

'" d enerR'

City

re d uCllon targets
Energy Target

GHG Target

City of Vancouver

-

Carbon Neutral by 2020

District of Nana imo

-

Carbon neutra l by 2030

City of North Vancouver

-

125''10 reduction by 2020 (2007)

City of Surrey

-

0% reduction by 2020 (2007)

City of Coquitlam

-

j30% reduction by 2015 (2005)

City of Seattle

-

0% reduction by 2020 (2008)

66% reduction by 2020 (2007)

-

Un iversity of BC

Carbon Neutra l by 2050

.

Kwantlen University
(Richmond)

3% reduction by 2020 (2007)
0% reduction by 2050 (2007)

Pros and Cons of LEED®New Construction as a Building Pelformance Standard
The kel advantages and disadvantages with continuing to use
LEED were assessed, and are surrunarized as fo llows:
~

Advantages
•

Industry accepted and well established o

•

Locally and regionally recognized
o

406S692

LEED® for new construction has been a building
design standard in Canada for over II years, and it
has been become well established within various
building development stakeholders
~

LEED® for new construction is a standard and a brand that Council, corporate
staff, and the public recognize, which allows for the City of Richmond's
sustainable corporate building efforts to be more easily publicized
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•

As BC building codes improve, it is anticipated that LEEO®standards will improve along
with the changes o

•

Using LEEO®will allow the organization to continue to target building better than
code buildings.

Includes the requirement for a commissioning agent o

Involving a commissioning agent from the onset of a project helps to ensure that
the design intent of the buildi ng owner is carried through with throughout the
different stages of planning, design, and construction.

- Disadvantages
•

LEED® for new construction does not specifically consider building operations and
maintenance o

•

LEEO® for new construction does not specifically consider the building's
perfonnance o

•

LEEO® for new construction focuses on building design and not operational
standards. There is a separate LEED® program, for existing buildings, which can
be used for operating buildings, but the program is stringent.

aHa emission

Currently LEEO® for new construction does not pri oritize measures that look to
reduce long-term aHa emissions related to building operation.

Value engineering for LEEO® pointso If and when budget constraints occur on a project, typically what will transpire is
that LEEO® credits will be sought from the most inexpensive categories, which
may have no bearing on the operational efficiency of the building and does not
take into consideration life cycle costi ng.
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